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— in the *Ramus Monographs* series:


An examination of what are probably Euripides' three best known plays in the light of theories developed in existential psychoanalysis. This is a profoundly humane study that brings out Euripides' insight into the psychology of human beings and into the gods and demons with which they people their world.

Paper, 142pp. ISBN 0 949916 01 3 A$24.00 (recommended)


The author sees humour in Horace as 'a positive force of, and in, his engagement with the several ideas and attitudes he explores'. Far from being peripheral or tangential, humour functions as an integral element in the *Odes*; this analysis of its place in the total experience of reading these poems significantly enhances our perception of the quality of Horace's achievement.

Paper, 221pp. ISBN 0 949916 07 2 A$24.00 (recommended)


The self-consciously literary nature of this tragedy is well brought out in this study. Aporia in its widest sense, the gulf that exists between myth and reality, is shown to be the unifying element in the play; the only way to bridge this gulf is through the medium of art. Iphigenia's choice, which sets up an ending as startling as any in Euripides, is revealed as ultimately an aesthetic one.

Paper, 130pp. ISBN 0 949916 09 9 A$24.00 (recommended)

— book versions of special *Ramus* issues:


This volume contains the seven specially commissioned essays on Theocritus, Virgil and Calpurnius Sicilus which first appeared in *Ramus* Vol. 4 no. 2 (1975). All the contributors are specialists in the field of classical pastoral.

Paper, 148pp. ISBN 0 949916 00 5 A$24.00 (recommended)

**Virgil’s Asciarean Song: Ramus Essays on the Georgics**, edited by A.J. Boyle.

A publication in book form of the special number of *Ramus* (Vol. 8 no. 1, 1979) devoted to the *Georgics*. As well as seven essays by distinguished scholars in the field, this volume incorporates an introduction and an index of passages cited.

Paper, 124pp. ISBN 0 949916 02 1 A$24.00 (recommended)
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